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Andrew Bereza is a Roblox developer and founder of Vesteria Corp. According to Berezaa
himself, 2PGFT was an unexpected success, with the game reaching the front page in Starting
in , Berezaa along with other collaborators began development on a new exploration-based
RPG, Vesteria , which he considers his passion project. The game is currently in a beta testing
phase and is aimed toward a release. A demo based off an early build is available to the public.
Berezaa's Twitch outlet was the primary source of development updates for Miner's Haven,
among other games. Subscriptions and Channel Emojis are present on the channel. Note that
his previous broadcasts disappear from public view after some time. On November 14th it was
announced that Berezaa had changed his Twitch username from bereza12 to bereza. Because
the content he streams isn't supposed to be kid-friendly, he occasionally swears on the
channel. The main server for Berezaa Games. Boasting over 80, members, 50 server emojis, 2
animated Nitro emojis and Discord Partnered, this server is also the secondary source for
update peeks. A player can take advantage of Discord Verification here. As of April , swearing is
prohibited, and as of September 23rd , only verified users can chat in the main chatrooms. This
Discord server was created on April 19th , and is heavily advertised by Berezaa on Twitch and
on Twitter. It had to be changed possibly due to it being broken when Berezaa changed his
Twitch name. Although once as a joke posted on May 20th, , the URL discord. On his account
are multiple places, some of which are stuck on certain Miner's Haven updates. His decal
inventory was also the place to look for item leaks for Miner's Haven Berezaa has also noticed
and acknowledged this practice. Joining this group improves your daily gift in Miner's Haven.
Berezaa's primary informal account. After long-abandoning it, he picked it up again to post his
journey as a ROBLOX Accelerator, as well as his graduation from high school. It is now used to
post photos of him and his friends. It was created in February of and he uses it to post update
notices, sneak peeks, and also to give out special in-game codes for special rewards. Berezaa
would de-activate his account on 5 December , citing the toxicity of the platform and his attitude
towards Star Creators on Roblox, instead opting for maintaining a presence on the Developer
Forums. He would not use the account for major news activity following those updates as his
activity on the game was beginning to wind down. OutOfOrderFoxy and TalonMidnight would
eventually take over the account following their transition into lead development in Berezaa's
personal account. He uses this social media outlet to post informal content, mostly about his
life and often uses profanity. This outlet was created to separate his personal life from
berezaagames, his professional account. He has since made this account private. Initially, the
Vesteria Discord was only for Vesteria-related news and showing off upcoming features for the
game. On April 5th a dedicated chatroom was added with RoVer being used as an account
verification tool, however this was later closed on April 24th for weeks. Berezaa had promoted
the Vesteria Discord as a welcoming community, and has gone as far as to threaten
rule-breakers who get on his nerves with a complete deletion of their Vesteria in-game account.
Berezaa picked up YouTube again for Resurrection sneak peeks and 2PGFT Remastered
testing, although he now uses it for game trailers and random development videos. The official
Subreddit for Miner's Haven. It is used by the community as means of posting their memes,
submissions, complaints, and requests. Prior to launching the Subreddit, Berezaa found
unsatisfactory performance with two other forum providers, due to excessive user traffic from
his super-large community. Initially, it was an invite-only group, but that was later changed to
public availability. This is the team that develops and manages Vesteria , the medieval-fantasy
RPG title Berezaa helmed development for until his departure in This group is strictly for
developers and contributors to the game. The combat group endorsed by Berezaa. The group
has an influence in Miner's Haven, holding two exclusive items and an exclusive Berezaa
Games Discord role and chatroom. A top secret testing facility only for testing. This group is
invite-only, and only 34 members reside inside, hinting that people will likely not be accepted
into this group. The verified account for Berezaa on the Miner's Haven Wikia. He isn't very
active, but sometimes he'll leave his two cents on certain topics. Once during a Twitch Stream
either in or , Berezaa repeatedly copy and pasted a link to his Coinbase account but was much
later deleted. Coinbase is a site that handles cryptocurrency, especially bitcoins. Note: This
table does not include fan art for any of Berezaa's games, as it was not made by Berezaa
himself. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like
this video? Game development whiz kid. UW student and RobloxDev. Categories :. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Work fast with our official CLI. Learn
more. If nothing happens, download GitHub Desktop and try again. If nothing happens,
download Xcode and try again. If nothing happens, download the GitHub extension for Visual
Studio and try again. Originally published on June 12th , Miner's Haven is a revolutionary
tycoon-style game where players obtain and implement machine components to create intricate
rare mineral processing factories. On Roblox, Miner's Haven has been played by over 16 million

unique registered users. Play Miner's Haven on Roblox. Miner's Haven Wiki. After four years,
the game file is being made available for public use in educational, recreational or commercial
purposes. Read the Medium article here. Download minershaven. Publish minershaven. The
place file will not be functional in Play Solo until it is published online. Skip to content.
Branches Tags. Nothing to show. Go back. Launching Xcode If nothing happens, download
Xcode and try again. Latest commit. Git stats 63 commits. Failed to load latest commit
information. View code. About Originally published on June 12th , Miner's Haven is a
revolutionary tycoon-style game where players obtain and implement machine components to
create intricate rare mineral processing factories. Play Miner's Haven on Roblox Miner's Haven
Wiki After four years, the game file is being made available for public use in educational,
recreational or commercial purposes. Usage Download minershaven. About minershaven.
Releases No releases published. Packages 0 No packages published. You signed in with
another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. You signed out in another tab or
window. It is made available for public use under the Apache 2 license. I learned so much of
what I know today by working on that game, so I wanted to pay it forward by releasing my own
game for people to learn from and make their own creations come to life in. PlacementModule
written by Locard , this is the code that controls the item placing preview with its cool
bounciness and what not:. You may use materials from the source file, including source code,
to create commercial projects with original intellectual property. No scripting knowledge
required to add custom ore, custom bases, etc. Wow, just wow, this is going to be an amazing
resource to learn from and look at assets. Wowâ€¦ After months of developing my own Sandbox
tycoon with a friend of mine, this becomes open sourced. I need to get more into scripting. This
will hopefully help me out some. I feel more Developers should make open source templates or
starter games for various types of games, it might help people get started with learning how
different games work etc. This will be a perfect example of a professionally developed, complex
project on this platform. Thank you for making this public and hopefully others consider doing
this as well. I was thinking the same thing. Last night I wrote a block generation script and was
prepared to start developing a mining game, and then I see this. Edit: However, I do really
appreciate making such a professional game open source. So many things to learn from this.
Thank you so much Andrew. Your work and games are truly inspiration. Your creativity and
generosity are remarkable. I hope to pay it forward someday as you have today. Nice release
now I can see what makes the game tick. Also, I know this reply is very very late. Some games
are using the same name and creating mods of the game. As far as I can tell these are NOT
allowed without permission, correct? I would like to send them a screenshot of your answer so
they will change the names if needed. Foxy is sending very mixed messages about the games
currently, best I can tell from him is that all scripts, models, map, and names are property of
them and cannot be used in anything commercial. This is the whole game as far as I can tell, is
it not? Normally that means: game title, game icon, game logo, game thumbnails, and probably
also badge and game pass images. Anything related to branding, not content. I recommend
taking the conversation about what games are using which content inappropriately to DMs with
relevant parties. Hey berezaa or any other member that can help I remember in the game there
was a a feature that allowed players to join the Berezaa games discord server for in game
rewards. If anyone could help point me in the right direction atleast this would be much
appreciated. It was deleted from the files. Miner's Haven open-sourced: everything you need to
make your own factory game Resources Community Resources. Hello developers! PSA: Don't
open-source everything! Is anyone considering implementing New Heights for the Miner's
Haven open-source? Ways in expanding scripting knowledge? Suffix Currency Script.
FormatNumber module. Need help making a game. Is there a benefit to using ModuleScripts
over LocalScripts? Are there projects that we can learn from in Github? This will hopefully help
me out some I feel more Developers should make open source templates or starter games for
various types of games, it might help people get started with learning how different games work
etc. Thank you so much! This will definitely help many new developers! Thanks for this,
Creating a tycoon and this may come in handy! What counts as Brand Property? If you know for
sure you love espresso, but aren't sure on the right machine style for you, take this quiz! Learn
the art of pour over. Get a grasp on grinders. Know their burr type, materials, and the features
your machine needs to brew a consistent shot. Start your journey into the wonderful world of
specialty coffee and espresso with this diverse collection of beans. Coffee packages and
samplers excluded. Not eligible on Closeout Deals. Don't know what part you need? Check our
support wiki for part diagrams and guides to help troubleshoot issues. Choosing a quality
tamper is often overlooked as an important consideration of brewing good espresso. Peruse a
collection of powerful super-automatic and semi-automatic machines designed for professional
use. The E92 offers an powerful, yet delicate, low-speed grinder for minimal heat transfer and all

the tools a barista might need. With over 1, videos, our channel has everything from espresso
machine reviews, tech and maintenance guides, coffee recipes, and more! Let us help you. The
Bezzera DUO MN is a dual boiler machine that features touch screen navigation, optional
plumbed operation, and programmable preinfusion. Its E61 group head and dual PIDs control
both brew and steam boiler temperatures, for the ultimate in temperature stability. Sign in or
Sign up now! The most impressive of which is the vibrant touch screen display that can be used
to adjust the dual PIDs which control the individual temperatures for both the brew and steam
boilers. The display rests on the PID, with the brew temp on the left and the steam temp on the
right. With a few clicks you can program the machine to turn on and off at particular times,
change from reservoir to plumbed operation, and access maintenance cycles. The display will
also alert you to a low amount of water in the reservoir and to replace or recharge your water
filter as necessary. To avoid refills altogether, plumb the machine directly into a water line. This
machine is geared toward the traditionalist aesthetically, but the inclusion of a 3. A traditional
E61 group syphons water in a circuit from the brew boiler, through the group head, and back,
for even greater temperature stability. Brewing is easy using the intuitive push button and
toggle operation; each function designated by a stylized icon. The touchscreen display is a
pleasure to use, and offers a surprisingly deep level of functionality and control. The PID
controllers add incredible temperature stability as well, accessed and adjusted to your liking
through the touchscreen display. An intuitive 3. The internal menu allows you to easily adjust
the PIDs, program preinfusion, get maintenance alerts and switch between reservoir and
plumbed modes. Boiler priority can also be set to have the DUO regularly alternate between
boilers, or to prioritize the heating of one over the other. Get a bold shot with fully saturated
grounds. The programmable preinfusion cycle on the MN allows you program preinfusion times
of up to 5 seconds in 0. So, rather than buying components externally and designing their
machines around them, Bezzera thoughtfully designs each element, bringing them together into
a beautiful whole. Sign up to receive Whole Latte Love emails and take advantage of our biggest
sales of the year before anyone else, as well as receive email-exclusive coupons, content, and
more. Espresso Machine Boiler Types Learn everything you need to know about boiler types
before assembling your espresso set-up. What is Drip Coffee? Discover the nuances of coffee
brewing and get the right brewer for you. Scale in Dual-Boiler Machines For proper machine
maintenance, we stock genuine parts and premium care products. Support Wiki Don't know
what part you need? The Importance of Espresso Tampers Choosing a quality tamper is often
overlooked as an important consideration of brewing good espresso. Whole Latte Love on
Youtube With over 1, videos, our channel has everything from espresso machine reviews, tech
and maintenance guides, coffee recipes, and more! Articles Blog Wiki Support Library. Wiki
Support L
2000 isuzu rodeo repair manual pdf
2012 ford fiesta owners manual
1984 txt
ibrary Discover useful specs, troubleshooting guides, and brewing tips from our huge support
wiki. Featured Promotions. Add to Cart and Customize. Cannot compare more than 5 products.
Go to Compare. Need Help? Featured Product. Add a Grinder Please select an option. Pro
Brewing Upgrades Please select an option. Choose Accessories Please select an option. Add
Care Products Please select an option. Water Filtration Please select an option. Select Coffee
Please select an option. Espresso Machine Warranty Please select an option. Add Bundle to
Cart. Touchscreen Display An intuitive 3. Automated Preinfusion Get a bold shot with fully
saturated grounds. Video Gallery. Back to Top. Related Blog Posts. Check out what we have to
say about this product by visiting the related posts below. Prosumers are high-end espresso
machines made for people who are serious about brewing the best espresso at Making the best
possible shot depends on a bunch of variables coming together to ma Get the best perks

